Identification of mutations in seven Chinese patients with X-linked chronic granulomatous disease.
X-linked chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is due to mutations in the gp91phox gene on Xp21.1. Studies in white and Japanese X-linked CGD patients have shown mutations in nearly every exon. We studied the molecular defect of seven Chinese patients with X-linked CGD from six unrelated families. Mutations were located by single-strand conformation polymorphism and then defined by sequence analysis. The mutations were two different amino acid substitutions, a nonsense mutation, an in-frame trinucleotide deletion, a single A insertion causing a frameshift, and a premature stop. Lastly, a rare splice site mutation caused by G to A transition at the terminal nucleotide of exon 3, resulting in the skipping of exon 3, was found. The possible effects of these mutations on protein structure-function or splicing were discussed. Together with previous reports, the A insertion in the run of six As from nucleotide 749 to 754 and the G to A transition at the terminal position of exon 3 may be mutation hotspots of the gp91phox gene. The extreme heterogeneous mutations found in our patients suggest the absence of ethnic group-specific mutation.